Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 99
Year: 1971
Title: legends on folklore
Folio Number: Folklore 502
Short Title: legends on folklore
Accession Number: 79/00002-1-3
Reviewed Item: 1. rawbottom
2.
3.

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 104
Author: Adams, James Taylor
Year: 1979
Title: Ethnographic Description
Locations: Southwest Virginia
Pages: 2 pages
Short Title: Ethnographic Description
Accession Number: 72/01684
Reviewed Item: 1. folk games of the Cumberlands
2. folklore of Southwest Virginia
3. folklore of Southwest Virginia
4.

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 97
Author: Albergottie, S.
Title: legends and memorate
Locations: U of P Campus
Short Title: legends and memorate
Accession Number: 81/00001-0
Reviewed Item: 1. did you hear about the boy
2. geese fly low on Sunday
3. personal experience
4. i'll tell you this one...
5. the hook
6. what do you think of this?
7. the doggy diamond man
8. green lady in Philadelphia
9. when i was a little girl growing up...
Reviewed Item: 24. So's
25. Aah...
26. ?
27. bagel-making
28.
29. once there was a...
30.
31.
32. this is the way ladies ride
33.
34. creep-mouse/ creep-walk
35.
36. whistle while you work...
37. roses are...
38. down in the valley, down in adams jail
39.
40.
41. shrimp-boats are a-comin'
42. oxford...

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 8
Author: Bannister, Sallie
Year: 1964
Collection Title: different types
Informant(s): people, Different
Locations: Connecticut; Philadelphia
Folio Number: 70-00024
Date: 1964
Type of Work: school
Accession Number: 70/00024

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 1
Author: Barney, Micki
Year: 1966
Title: Traditions of the Seal Folk
Collection Title: student paper
Locations: Philadelphia; Orkney Islands
Folio Number: 66-00001-1 through 35
Date: 1966
Type of Work: eng 128, 1966 course assignment
Short Title: Traditions of the Seal Folk
Accession Number: 66/00001
**Reviewed Item:**

1. The ancient belief that animals can change into men and vice versa.
2. ?
3. All life was created from one substance which took on distinct features.
4. All living beings are united in a psychic or spiritual bond.
5. Often it was believed that the spirit of a dead man was transferred into the body of an animal.
6. According to Scandinavian folklore, seals originated from mortals who intentionally drowned themselves.
7. Every five descendant of the noyemen looks upon the seal as a kind of second-cousin in disgrace.
8. That the Egyptian pharaoh and all his men who drowned in the Red Sea...turned into seals.
9. Man kills seals despite the warnings of his former wife (a seal person). She comes to him and warns him that what he had done will bring bad luck. It does.
10. That for every animal on land, there was a comparable animal in the sea.
11. Seals mourn their dead after humans kill them: "Who killed Anna? Who killed Anna?"..."The same man, the same man, the man always..."
12. Selchies transformed into humans on the fifth day of the "Lamma Stream, a period of high tides. Variation as to when this occurs. (Seventh stream, variation)
14. Seals contained the souls of all the people drowned in the great flood. (Similar to Pharaoh legend, see 8)
15. If a girl was lost at sea, she was believed to have been taken by the selchies and changed into one of them.
16. Mothers painted the sign of the cross on their daughters' breasts whenever they would be travelling by sea.
17. Lovely young girl is betrothed to young man. While they are out fishing she is drowned, but tells him that she will be transformed into a white seal. This happens. He died too.
18. A jealous stepmother of a Norwegian kingdom changes the daughters to seals but has it that they would return to human state three times a year at a full bright moon.
19. The royal attendants in a Norwegian kingdom were sent as seals to Scotland and Ireland as secret emissaries: during day they were seals, at night, human.
20. Selchies are fallen angels or fallen human beings whose crimes were not serious enough to warrant punishment in Hell.
21. Seal skin can be donned or left behind, depending on whether the being is in human (on land) or seal (on sea) form.
22. Man of McPhee family imprisoned in cave by selchie woman. When he escaped she pursued and killed him. (This story possibly of confused origin)
23. The unsatisfied woman would go to selchie males for temporary love affairs.
24. Woman from one of the richest families in Orkney marries farm hand and is dissatisfied. Gets selchie lover, has children by him, children have webbed hands and feet. So do the descendants. By 1800's descendants still marked by horny crust on hands. Had to be chiselled off if offspring was to work. Children marked.
25. man married selchie woman and afterwards his life immune to danger. but he
tussles with her ex-lover, a selchie-man, who gashes his cheek. offspring are marked.
26. offspring of selchie marriages or selchie-human mating are marked permanently
through the generations.
27. if a child of a selchie would sit on a rock, when he got up the rock would show
dampness and the vapor would turn to salt crystals.
28. these clans thought to be descended from the seal people: McCodrum, Conealy,
O'Sullivan, O'Flaherty, McNomora, McConaghails. they would not eat seal meat (harm
to him)
29. no member of any of the clans mentioned in -28 could eat seal meat without
bringing misfortune on self.
30. islanders imagined that deep in the ocean there was a land with an atmosphere like
that of the earth's surface. home of the merfolk. merfolk (on land under sea) had lungs
that could function in both water and air, in order to swim from sea-earth to earth-earth.
these folks were half human half fish in appearance.
31. from that time on (see p 11), seals were special guardians of the mermaids.
32. sea trows: sea fairies: land trows: supernatural creatures who could voluntarily
assume animal form. (usually the seal).
33. if someone was far from home and lost, a "Finn" would go into a trance, get news
from the main home, plus an object from home. (selchie variant)
34. the play of lady odivere
35. ballad: selchie song: Jo Emmrance

Image: 174844467266 00001 1-35.pdf
Author: Bartis, Peter
Title: course assignment, obscene folklore
Short Title: course assignment, obscene folklore
Accession Number: 76/0001-1-9
Reviewed Item: 1. No It's Suck, Suck!
2. There are three kids...
3. And there's one about a guy on a train...
4. What's this? monkey trying to steal a slippery...
5. Why'd the elephant marry the mouse
6. What do you call a sem magician?
7. Why'd the Greek leave home?
8. Do you know the one about the miner who was so horny?
9. You know when Marilyn Monroe did...

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 66
Author: Bender, Leila
Year: 1974
Title: "Analysis of Folk Beliefs Regarding Hiccups on the College Campus"
Collection Title: Folklore 222
Short Title: "Analysis of Folk Beliefs Regarding Hiccups on the College Campus"
Accession Number: 74/00050-3-24 to 74/00051-1-2

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 57
Author: Bokser, Baruch
Year: 1965
Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles
Accession Number: 72/02790-02837

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 89
Author: Buism, Ann
Title: proverbs, chamian
Informant(s): 1-10. manuchehn
Locations: ayerbaigan
Short Title: proverbs, chamian
Accession Number: 76/00025-1-4
Reviewed Item: 1. there's no voice in one hand
2. if you see the back of your ear...
3. not translatable...
4. untranslatable...

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 88
Author: Burack, Lynda
Title: proverbs
Informant(s): 1-10. rajev sangel, satish
Locations: India
Folio Number: Folklore 502
Pages: 14 pages
Short Title: proverbs
Accession Number: 76/00024-1-10
Reviewed Item: 1. a monkey doesn't know
2. he doesn't know the dance
3. to climb on someone's head
4. how does it matter that you're trying to dig the well now
5. what you see with your eyes is true
6. eed ka chaus hona
7. it's like a crooked dessert
8. you brought the earth and sky together
9. don't take the stick and kill the snake also
10. winter comes every year

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 63
Author: Camp, John Charles
Year: 1974
Title: Children's Folklore Collection
Informant(s): Second graders
Locations: Philadelphia, PA
Short Title: Children's Folklore Collection
Accession Number: 74/00001-00003

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 72
Author: Caplow, Amy
Year: 1975
Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles and Jokes
Collection Title: Folklore 222
Informant(s): party, Jokes told during a student
Locations: University of Pennsylvania
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles and Jokes
Accession Number: 75/00001-1-37

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 40
Author: Class Collecting Expedition
Year: 1971
Title: Radnor Folklore Collection
Locations: Radnor, PA
Short Title: Radnor Folklore Collection
Accession Number: 72/01816-01836

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 55
Author: Cohn, Richard
Year: 1965
Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles
Accession Number: 72/02689-02738

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 47
Author: Collier, Gail
Year: 1965
Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles, Wellerisms, Conundrums
Locations: East Hampton, MA; Germantown, NY; Bristol, CT
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles, Wellerisms, Conundrums
Accession Number: 72/02199--02247

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 41
Author: Cotter, Jean
Year: 1964
Title: Folklore Collection
Series Editor: Pennsylvania, Texas, Colorado, Virginia
Short Title: Folklore Collection
Accession Number: 72/01900-01942

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 90
Author: Crane, Peter
Title: proverbs
Informant(s): 1-6. Pat S.
Folio Number: Folklore 502
Pages: 10 pages
Short Title: proverbs
Accession Number: 76/00027-1-6
Reviewed Item: 1. if your hands are not rowing
2. don't teach the crocodile...
3. don't push the grinding stone...
4. a hair in front of the mountain
5. if you do not see the water...
6. such a girl can go late to the temple

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 50
Author: Daly, Andrew
Year: 1965
Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles, Jokes
Locations: Philadelphia, PA; Andover, MA; Long Island, NY
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles, Jokes
Accession Number: 72/02352-02394

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 77
Author: Desmond, B.
Year: 1956
Title: Collection: Israeli Army Marching Chant
Informant(s): David Segal
Short Title: Collection: Israeli Army Marching Chant
Accession Number: 76/00005

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 24
Author: Eck, Ralph
Year: 1964
Title: Threats Made to Children
Collection Title: Folklore 520  British Isles
Locations: York, Pennsylvania
Pages: nine
Type of Work: Field collection
Short Title: Threats Made to Children
Accession Number: 64/00001 1-7
Image: 428162585664 00001 1-7.pdf
Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 45  
Author: Eck, Ralph  
Year: 1964  
Title: Pennsylvania German Folklore Collection  
Locations: York, PA  
Short Title: Pennsylvania German Folklore Collection  
Accession Number: 72/02043-02113

Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 67  
Author: Eichert, John  
Year: 1974  
Title: "Magical Behavior and Superstition in Wrestling"  
Collection Title: Folklore 222  
Locations: Jenkintown, PA  
Short Title: "Magical Behavior and Superstition in Wrestling"  
Accession Number: 74/00052-1-7

Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 58  
Author: Eller, Fred  
Year: 1965  
Title: Folklore Collection: Elephant Jokes, Mama Jokes, Riddles  
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Elephant Jokes, Mama Jokes, Riddles  
Accession Number: 72/02838-02898

Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 12  
Author: Emas, R.H.  
Year: 1964  
Title: children's rhymes  
Informant(s): Shapiro, D.  
Locations: Overbrook Park, PA  
Folio Number: 70-00276 through 281  
Date: 1964  
Type of Work: humor, nonsense  
Short Title: children's rhymes  
Accession Number: 70/00276-281  
Reviewed Item: 1. i am a pretty little dutch girl  
2. swing and swaye with danny kaye  
3. policeman, policeman, do your duty
4. my mother and your mother were hanging out clothers
5. a mimsy a clapsy
6. little sally ann

Notes: Recorded on 3'' reels: T-70/00276-281
Image: 193322624070 00276-281.pdf
Locations: Philadelphia, PA; Penlyyn, PA
Folio Number: 70/00282-327
Date: 1952-64
Type of Work: different types
Short Title: variety
Accession Number: 70/00282-327
Reviewed Item: 1. belief
2. ritual
3. belief
4. belief
5. ritual
6. belief
7. weather proverb
8. oath
9. fable
10. ghost story
11. ghost story
12. one potato, two potato
13. apples, peaches, pears, and plums
14. taylor, the proverb
15. engine, engine number nine
16. tattle tale tit
17. mable, mable, set the table
18. i made you look
19. one white foot buy them
20. proverb
21. card talk
22. card talk
23. card talk
24. card talk
25. card talk
26. card talk
27. card talk
28. card talk
29. card talk
30. card talk
31. card talk
32. card talk
33. card talk
34. card talk
35. card talk
36. trick
37. trick
38. trick
39. trick
40. trick
41. trick
42. trick
43. trick
44. tongue twisters
45. tongue twisters
46. tongue twisters

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 101
Author: Gallagher, Wilca
Title: memorates and legends
Locations: San Juan, PR; Rio Piedra's; India; Bhagalpur, India; Hawaii; Deira-Dubai; California; Philadelphia
Short Title: memorates and legends
Accession Number: 82/00004-1-8
Reviewed Item: 1. my neighbor's son...
2. I'm not a superstitious person...
3. my cousin one night was walking...
4. my uncle...
5. a friend of mine works in emmigration...
6. my cousin and i once gave a lift to this ugly...
7. at Santa Clara University there was this girl...
8. one night i spoke to my mother...

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 87
Author: Gerbner, Thomas
Title: chant "pep song"
Locations: Nsukka, Nigeria
Short Title: chant "pep song"
Accession Number: 76-00013-1
Reviewed Item: 1. za boon za boon
2. the moonlight song
3. bahaushe
4. i killed the bird
5. who stole my apple
6. the man walking on his head
7. the fish is going into the water
8. the disjointed song
9. the wedding song

**Reference Type:** Manuscript  
**Record Number:** 3  
**Author:** Gilhouley, Jack  
**Year:** 1964  
**Collection Title:** different types in collection  
**Informant(s):** people, Different  
**Locations:** various locations  
**Folio Number:** 64-00003-1 through 14  
**Date:** 1940's  
**Type of Work:** stories, children's  
**Accession Number:** 64/00003-1-14  
**Reviewed Item:** 1. I made you look  
6. My old man, number one  
7. In Eighteen Hundred and Forty-one, The American Railroad was begun  
8. Fire Commissioner George Hink and Deputy Police Commissioner Frank Rizzo...Push 2nd Alarmer's new disaster...  
9. ...newborn children in their family wear a tiny charm around their necks for good luck...  
10. ...she could tell someone's future by placing water in a basin and pouring a small amount of olive oil into the basin...  
11. as a boy Dave was led to believe that there were mud catfish as big as sharks in the Mississippi River.  
12. ...will bring luck if someone is able to put a gartersnake in his mouth without suffering and ill-effects...  
13. ...river boat pirates inhabited the area prior to the civil war...  
14. ...the boys were convinced that what they had found could be nothing else but the head of a giant Indian...  
**Image:** 267115187264 00003 1-14.pdf

**Reference Type:** Manuscript  
**Record Number:** 51  
**Author:** Gisburne, Anne  
**Year:** 1965  
**Title:** Folklore Collection: Riddles  
**Locations:** Philadelphia, PA  
**Short Title:** Folklore Collection: Riddles  
**Accession Number:** 72/02396-02446

**Reference Type:** Manuscript  
**Record Number:** 52  
**Author:** Goldman, Beatrice
Year: 1965
Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles
Accession Number: 72/02450-02515

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 86
Author: Goldner, Gary
Year: 1978
Title: Belief/Signs
Locations: South Carolina
Pages: 35 pages
Short Title: Belief/Signs
Accession Number: 76-00012-1-14
Reviewed Item: 1. if right hand itches, will acquire unexpected money
2. if left hand itches, will have to pay out money unexpectedly
3. right eye "jumping" means good luck
4. left eye "jumping" means bad luck
5. left foot "stomping" unexpectedly portends disappointment, may be contracted with "turnabout"
6. dog howling 3 times at night means certain death in family
7. mending tear in another's clothing while owner in wearing it will lead to argument
8. knocking over salt shaker portends fight-acert by throwing salt over left shoulder
9. borrowing salt causes animosity
10. sprinkle salt in the four corners of a new home for good luck
11. a clear view of the new moon portends good luck in money matters, obstructed view = bad luck
12. crescent moon curving up = no rain for 3-4 weeks, curving down = will rain heavily
13. taking a sharp object from another's hand will "cut the friendship" between you
14. "rabble" placed in pocket leads to unexpected monetary gain

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 14
Author: Gordon, Natalie
Year: 1964
Collection Title: songs, rhymes
Informant(s): Gordon, Natalie; Gordon, Nina
Locations: Scranton, PA; Haddonfield, NJ
Folio Number: 70-00328 through 334
Date: 1929-30
Accession Number: 70/00328-334
Reviewed Item: 1. scout song
2. autograph book verse
3. saying
4. belief
5. belief
6. belief
7. belief
Image: 346000435270 00328-334.pdf

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 44
Author: Gwinn, John C.
Year: 1964
Title: Folklore Collection: Belief, Speech, Proverb
Locations: Georgia; Virginia; Italy
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Belief, Speech, Proverb
Accession Number: 72/02000-02042

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 60
Author: Hedges, George R.
Year: 1972
Title: Ballad Collection
Locations: County Wicklow, Ireland
Short Title: Ballad Collection
Accession Number: 72/03073

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 36
Author: Hegar, Sheila
Year: 1964
Title: Field Collection: Superstitions, Jokes, Rhymes, Taunts, Insults
Short Title: Field Collection: Superstitions, Jokes, Rhymes, Taunts, Insults
Accession Number: 72/01653-01683

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 7
Author: Hochberg, Chas. J.
Year: 1964
Collection Title: poetry
Informant(s): Hochberg
Locations: Bryn Mawr, PA
Folio Number: 70-00001 through 23
Date: 1964
Type of Work: autograph book
Accession Number: 70/00001-23
Reviewed Item: 1. Roses are red/ violets are indigo
2. Roses are red/ violets are pink
3. when you get married/ and live in a hut
4. The stork flew from North to South
5. youre 2 young for boys
6. when youre old and youre out of shape
7. Roses are red/ violets are blue
8. Roses are red/ violets are blue
9. when you die, the priest will say
10. I love you, I love you, I love you so well
11. 2 young + 2 go
12. when you're old and you think you're sweet
13. when you're old and you think you smell sweet
14. when you get married/ and you have twins
15. there are big ships/ and small ships
16. to a devil/ from a Devil
17. May your life be like Math
18. Remember Grant/ Remember Lee
19. I'll sign your book/ but not a lot
20. Don't make love behind the door
21. Remember sue/ Remember Lee
22. God made rivers/ God made lakes
23. Read up and down

Image: 206734028870 00001-23.pdf

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 82
Author: Hoffman, Emas
Year: 1964
Title: negro spirituals/gospel songs
Collection Title: Folklore 530
Locations: Philadelphia
Pages: 22 pages
Short Title: negro spirituals/gospel songs
Accession Number: 76/00008-1-26
Reviewed Item: 1. At the Cross
2. Sweet Hour of Prayer
3. Well of Lium Water
4. I Believe I'll Run on Now
5. I Won't Be Back No More/Sweeping Through the City
6. Deep Down in My Heart
7. Tramping
8. Lord's Army
9. Can't Turn Around Now
10. Somebody Bigger Than You and I
11. Alone
12. How Great Thou Art
13. River Jordan
14. Trust Him
15. Couldn't Hear Nobody Pray
16. Everytime I Hear the Spirit
17. Jordan River
18. Burning in My Soul
19. City of Refuge
20. Garden of Prayer
21. It is Well With My Soul
22. Breathe on Me
23. Come on Up to Bright Glory
24. Steal Away to Jesus
25.
26. In My Father's House

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 91
Author: Hufford, Mary
Title: proverbs
Informant(s): 1-5. John Madakacharri
Locations: Kerala, India
Folio Number: Folklore 502
Pages: 7 pages
Short Title: proverbs
Accession Number: 76/00029-1-5
Reviewed Item: 1. looking for opportunity dog...
2. silly person becomes rich...
3. young dog bit ignorant
4. good ending speed
5. you walk in front me behind

**Reference Type**: Manuscript  
**Record Number**: 64  
**Author**: Johnson, Gladys  
**Year**: 1974  
**Title**: Greek-American Folklore Collection  
**Locations**: Upper Darby, PA  
**Short Title**: Greek-American Folklore Collection  
**Accession Number**: 74/00004-00021-34

**Reference Type**: Manuscript  
**Record Number**: 65  
**Author**: Johnson, Gladys  
**Year**: 1974  
**Title**: Greek American Folklore Collections  
**Locations**: Greece  
**Short Title**: Greek American Folklore Collections  
**Accession Number**: 74/00022-1-00023-19

**Reference Type**: Manuscript  
**Record Number**: 10  
**Author**: Kagarise, Janice  
**Year**: 1964  
**Collection Title**: rhyming  
**Locations**: PA  
**Folio Number**: 70-00086 through 144  
**Date**: 1964  
**Accession Number**: 70/00086-144  
**Reviewed Item**: 1. rhyme  
2. pun  
3. tale which never ends  
4. ghost story  
5. ghost story  
6. wordmanship  
7. call and retort  
8. crooked answer  
9. folk speech  
10. retort  
11. retort  
12. chant  
13. trick inflicting pain  
14. taunt
15. self-incriminating trap
16. trick
17. self-incriminating trap
18. Taylor English Riddles
19. parody
20. parody
21. parody
22. rhyme
23. roses are red
24. mary had a little lamb
25. belief, ritual
26. retort
27. saying
28. lady bug, lady bug
29. belief
30. belief
31. belief
32. belief
33. belief
34. belief
35. belief
36. saying
37. saying
38. jump rope rhyme
39. jump rope rhyme
40. jump rope rhyme
41. folk speech, formula
42.
43. rhyme
44. rhyme
45. rhyme
46. song
47. song, parody
48. song
49. game (choosing first at bat)
50. counting out rhyme
51. rhyme
52. rhyme
53. game, sissors, rock, paper
54. chanting game
55. custom
56. custom
57. spoon supper

Image: 173185484870 00086-144.pdf
Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 92
Author: Kaplan, Anne
Title: proverbs
Informant(s): 1-2. Manjeet Tangri
Locations: India
Pages: 5 pages
Short Title: proverbs
Accession Number: 76/00030
Reviewed Item: 1. single finger hold...
2. clarified butter make vegetable older...

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 100
Author: Kavaler, Mary Lou
Title: memorates, legends
Locations: Philadelphia
Short Title: memorates, legends
Accession Number: 82/00002-0
Reviewed Item: 1. decl of indep story
2. our big dinner out
3. halloween night
4. teenage mishap
5. the red dress
6. the car was stolen
7. a vision
8. the boy jumped out the window
9. i saw a spirit
10. how to have a baby

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 93
Author: Kuntze, Peter
Informant(s): 1-5. anonymous
Locations: India
Pages: 7 pages
Accession Number: 76/00031
Reviewed Item: 1. it's no use repenting...
2. a friend is he who...
3. fit for fat, or...
4. if somebody throws a brick on you...
5. how long can a goat's mother...

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 11
Author: Lewis, M.E.B.
Year: 1964
Collection Title: variety
Informant(s): people, Different
Locations: PENN
Folio Number: 70-00145 through 275
Date: 1964
Type of Work: different types
Accession Number: 70/00145-275
Reviewed Item: 1. legman little man muppet
2. when you drop silverware
3. eating sugar
4. eating sugar results in getting worms
5. how to avoid pimples
6. when you are sewing on a garment...
7. when you are sewing on a garment
8. the apple doesn't fall far from the tree
9. a friend doesn't eat his own lunch
10. if you pick a dandelion, you'll wet your bed
11. growing up
12. don't step over a child or he won't grow
13. catch me if you can
14. every pot has a lid, mating
15. one should conceal red ribbon under a child's clothes to keep away the evil eye
16. little jack horner sat in a corner eating his...
17. poor family recieves so much attention and gifts at holiday that...
18. the unbelievable is unbelievable
19. discontent
20. satiety
21. billboards substituted for trees
22. i think that i shall never see a billboard lovely as a tree
23. an expensive 'date'
24. heat burns
25. what is it? (guess)
26. mable, set table with x, y, z
27. coldness
28. as cold as a well digger's heel
29. needless traveling
30. saying no
31. sleep
32. coziness
33. carefulness
34. a long name drowns a child
35. froggie's counting techniques
36. how frog shuts eyes
37. getting married
38. weddin'
39. get someone removed from room
40. kansas city in cold
41. negro
42. christianity hits spot
43. left wife and children
44. left wife and children
45. anger
46. anger
47. quickness
48. quickness
49. skinny
50. skinny as a tadpole
51. smug as a cat
52. tired as a cat
53. tired as a dog
54. tired as can be
55. tired as can be
56. sneaky as a cat
57. sneaky as a cat
58. high as a kite
59. high as a kite
60. cute as christmas
61. cute as christmas
62. effectiveness
63. effectiveness
64. effectiveness
65. effectiveness
66. effectiveness
67. effectiveness
68. blackness
69. black as the ace of spades
70. good as gold
71. good as gold
72. sweet as pie
73. sweet as pie
74. good as can be
75. good as can be
76. fat as a pig
77. fat as a pig
78. sitting like a bump on a log
79. sitting like a bump on a log
80. cold as ice
81. cold as ice
82. hot as blue blazes
83. hot as blazes
84. white as a sheet
85. white as a sheet
86. like two peas in a pod
87. like two peas in a pod
88. as black as coal
89. as black as coal
90. to toot your own horn
91. to toot your own horn
92. let sleeping dogs lie
93. let sleeping dogs lie
94. a bird in hand is worth two in a bush
95. a bird in hand is worth two in a bush
96. good day
97. good day
98. it rained cats and dogs
99. it rained cats and dogs
100. the early bird catches the worm
101. the early bird catches the worm
102. to play with fire
103. to play with fire
104. nothing ventured, nothing gained
105. nothing ventured, nothing gained
106. inappropriateness
107. fit to kill
108. fit to be tied
109. fit to be tied
110. belly-aching
111. belly-aching
112. ain't no big thing
113. ain't no big thing
114. blessing
115. blessing
116. going around by Fisher's fence
117. going around by Fisher's fence
118. gild the lily
119. gild the lily
120. i scream, you scream, we all scream for ice cream
121. i scream, you scream, we all scream for ice cream
122. to do a stephen girard
123. to do a Stephen Girard
124. sexual intercourse
125. sexual intercourse
126. penis
127. sexual girl's naivete
128. old lady in shoe
129. little jack horner
130. little miss muppet
131. old lady in shoe

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 4
Author: Lott, George
Year: 1964
Title: Scottish Folklore Collection
Collection Title: Folklore 520
Informant(s): Kennedy, Alexander; Hood, Dr. Henry G.; Bong, Jack; Leslie, Donald; Pounding, Mary; Lott, Raymond; Weaver, William
Locations: Philadelphia, Scotland
Folio Number: 63-00004-1 through 23
Date: 1964
Type of Work: from childhood, experience
Short Title: Scottish Folklore Collection
Accession Number: 63/00004-1-23
Reviewed Item: 1. all hail look at the kiltie, look at the kiltie...
2. hogmanay, as I remember it was the evening before New Year's Day. ...And we would go to different homes to be "first-footer"
3. ...the 5th of November was Guy Fawkes Day and that was when fireworks were showing up.
4. the origin of the horsehair sporran
5. talking about the kilt and how we would go about measuring to see if we have the right length...
6. ...Scottish pipers will never play the entire composition [Flowers of the Forest] unless it is for [a funeral] because to do so would result in the death of someone close to the piper.
7. ...Hogmanay, New Year's Eve, was the occasion for excursion, into the country...
8. (a friend correctly predicts that someone will soon die when he nears the sound of a funeral crossing a bridge)
9. (jar breaks at the instant that someone dies)
10. (children carried off by the monster which takes the form of a white horse)
11. (a lady's maid murdered in a passageway of the castle returns to haunt the site of her death)
12. (woman friend comes to him during a dream and tells him she will die and does die that night)
13. (he was told of the death of two friends by an unknown man in a dream)
14. (woman's son comes to her in a dream and tells her that he is going to die)
15. ...if the black heron cries as it flies over a home it is a bad omen to the occupants of the home
16. if you sew on Sunday, when you get to heaven, you will have to take all those stitches out with your nose.
17. I will buy you for what I think you are worth and sell you for what you think you are worth
18. oh, Fiddlesticks!
19. I feel as low as a snake's belly
20. the longest way 'round is the shortest way home
21. Long may your lum reek
22. Rain before seven Clear before eleven
23. If there is enough blue in the sky to make a Dutchman a pair of pants, it will be clear

Notes: See recording # T-63/00004
Image: 23192885768400004 1-23.pdf

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 68
Author: Maglicco, Patricia
Year: 1974
Title: Folklore Collection: Remedies
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Remedies
Accession Number: 74-00054-1-22

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 48
Author: Marx, Margo
Year: 1965
Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles, Jokes, Wellerisms
Locations: Philadelphia and Villanova, PA; Teaneck and Patterson, NJ; Woodmere and Bronx, NY
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles, Jokes, Wellerisms
Accession Number: 72/02248-02301

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 69
Author: Mateer, Gilbert
Year: 1974
Title: Folklore Collection: Jokes, Riddles
Collection Title: Folklore 222
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Jokes, Riddles
Accession Number: 74/00055-1-23
Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 15
Author: Mesirov, Janet
Year: 1964
Collection Title: sayings, rhymes
Informant(s): Mesirov, Janet; Miller, Linda; unidentified
Locations: Philadelphia, PA
Folio Number: 70-00335
Date: 1964
Accession Number: 70/00335
Reviewed Item: 1. belief
2. belief
3. parody of religious songs
4. jump rope rhyme
5. mable, mable
6. rich man, poor man
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Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 9
Author: Miller, George
Year: 1964
Collection Title: rhyming lines
Locations: Ardmore, Pennsylvania
Folio Number: 70-00043 through 85
Date: 1964
Accession Number: 70/00043-85
Reviewed Item: 43. jump rope rhyme
44. chant
45. a sailor went to sea, sea, sea...
46. chant
47. johnny over the ocean...
48. jump rope rhyme
49. tag song
50. tag song
51. counting out rhyme
52. "
53. chant
54. "
55. "
56. silly saying
57. chant
58. jump rope rhyme
59. abrahams, jump rope rhymes, 1969
60. "
61. "
62. "
63. "
64. ring game
65. ring game
66. little sally saucer, little sally anne
67. taunting chant
68. happy birthday, happy birthday to you
69. rhyme
70. mildly dirty rhyme
71. belief
72. belief
73. 
74. 
75. what are little boys made of? what are little boys made of?
76. what are little girls made of? what are little girls made of?
77. rhyme
78. 
79. nonsense rhyme
80. nonsense rhyme
81. nonsense rhyme
82. folktale, old piece
83. song (blues)
84. interview
85. parody
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Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 76
Author: Miller, Luellen
Year: 1976
Title: Ballad Collection
Informant(s): Miller's mother
Short Title: Ballad Collection
Accession Number: 76/00004a -b

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 39
Author: Miller, Susan
Year: 1964
Title: Children's Folklore Collection
City: Quakertown and Hickory Run, PA
Short Title: Children's Folklore Collection
Accession Number: 72/01800-01815
Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 43  
Author: Perkins, Sylvia  
Year: 1964  
Title: Children's and Intergenerational Folklore Collection  
Locations: New York; New Jersey; New Hampshire; Maine  
Short Title: Children's and Intergenerational Folklore Collection  
Accession Number: 72/01956-01963

Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 80  
Author: Phillips, Elizabeth  
Year: 1975  
Title: Oral History  
Collection Title: Folklore 222  
Informant(s): McMillen, Loring  
Locations: Staten Island, NY  
Type of Work: 11 page transcription  
Short Title: Oral History  
Accession Number: 76/00007

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 81  
Author: Phillips, Elizabeth  
Year: 1975  
Title: Oral History  
City: Staten Island, NY  
Short Title: Oral History  
Accession Number: T-76/00007

Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 70  
Author: Pollock, Tina  
Year: 1974  
Title: Fraternity Nicknames and General Naming Terms  
Informant(s): Alpha Chi Rho  
Locations: University of Pennsylvania  
Short Title: Fraternity Nicknames and General Naming Terms  
Accession Number: 74/00057-1-30
Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 31  
Author: Raichelson, Richard  
Year: 1972  
Title: Hindu Folklore Collection: Proverbs, Riddles, Games, Belief  
Locations: Gujarat, India  
Short Title: Hindu Folklore Collection: Proverbs, Riddles, Games, Belief  
Accession Number: 72/01500-01566

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material  
Record Number: 73  
Author: Raub, Don and Donna  
Year: 1972  
Title: Three Irish Ballads  
City: Ireland  
Short Title: Three Irish Ballads  
Accession Number: T-76/00004-1-3

Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 83  
Author: Raub, Don and Donna  
Year: 1972  
Title: Ballad  
Informant(s): 1.; 2.; 3.  
Locations: Ireland  
Short Title: Ballad  
Accession Number: 76/00009-1  
Reviewed Item: 1.  
2.  
3. Lonely Banna Strand

Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 37  
Author: Reeves, Phoebe E.  
Year: 1964  
Title: Folklore Collection: Songs, Games, Rhymes  
Locations: Mt. Bethel and Little Rock, Arkansas; Philadelphia, Germantown, and Gwynedd Valley, PA  
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Songs, Games, Rhymes  
Accession Number: 72/01700-01721

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 85
Author: Reimensnyder, Barbara
Year: 1976
Title: short story
Informant(s): Margaret
Locations: Philadelphia
Folio Number: Folklore 569
Short Title: short story
Accession Number: 76/00010
Reviewed Item: Little Girl Lost, Little Girl Found

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 35
Author: Seigel, Daniel
Year: 1964
Title: Camp Song Collection
Locations: Arlington, VA
Short Title: Camp Song Collection
Accession Number: 72/01651

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 61
Author: Shearer, Lois L.
Year: 1972
Title: Ballad Collection
Locations: Pennsylvania
Short Title: Ballad Collection
Accession Number: 72/03074

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 98
Author: Smith, Camille
Title: memorate, story
Locations: Jamestown, NJ; South Dakota; Philadelphia; Sweetwater; Mays Landing
Short Title: memorate, story
Accession Number: 81/00001
Reviewed Item: 1. horse story
2. donkey story
3. isn't there a story about...
4. had anybody in the family ever...
5. one of Sammy's aunts told this story...
6.
7. ghost story
8. do you remember?
9. I remember being on the delivery...
10. are you still having trouble with witches?

**Reference Type**: Manuscript
**Record Number**: 94
**Author**: Smith, Stephen
**Title**: proverbs
**Informant(s)**: 1-5. unknown
**Locations**: Africa
**Pages**: 2 pages
**Short Title**: proverbs
**Accession Number**: 76/00036

**Reviewed Item**: 1. when the occasion comes, the proverb comes
2. the proverb is the very horse of conversation
3. a friend who understands proverbs soon sets...
4. there are no gods who support...
5. if a great or powerful man...

**Reference Type**: Manuscript
**Record Number**: 26
**Author**: Spitulnik, Karen
**Year**: 1971
**Title**: Field Collection
**Locations**: Russia; Turkey; New York; Philadelphia, PA
**Short Title**: Field Collection
**Accession Number**: 72/01200-01282

**Reference Type**: Manuscript
**Record Number**: 62
**Author**: Spitzer, Nick
**Year**: 1973
**Title**: Folksong Collection
**Informant(s)**: Reed, Olla Belle
**Locations**: Rising Sun, Maryland
**Short Title**: Folksong Collection
**Accession Number**: 73/00001-7

**Reference Type**: Manuscript
**Record Number**: 27
Author: Spoerl, Doris R.
Year: 1964
Title: Field Collection
Locations: Massachusetts; Michigan; Connecticut
Short Title: Field Collection
Accession Number: 72/01300-01341

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 75
Author: Stansky, Kathleen
Year: 1976
Title: Ballad Collection
Short Title: Ballad Collection
Accession Number: 76/00003

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 74
Author: Swanson, Paul
Year: 1972
Title: Blues Ballad
Informant(s): Rev. Gary Davic
Locations: Bronx, NY
Short Title: Blues Ballad
Accession Number: 76-00002

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 102
Author: Taiz, M.
Year: 1965
Title: riddles
Informant(s): 1. mark washington; 2-5. M Taiz; 6. matsuo basho; 7. mark washington; 8. m taiz; 9. lillian taiz; 10. michael washington; 11. lillian taiz; 12. mark washington; 13. lillian taiz; 14. malvena taiz; 15. m taiz; 16. m taiz's husband; 17-21. m taiz; 22. lillian taiz; 23-26. m taiz; 27. mark washington; 28. mark washington; 29-32. m taiz; 33. lillian taiz; 34. bill kean; 35-36. m taiz; 37. matsuo basho; 38. sodo; 39. shiki; 40. buson; 41. kyorai; 42. moritake; 43. gyodai; 44. kyorai; 45. m taiz; 46. basho; 47. onitsuro; 48. sodo; 49. m taiz; 50. charles schulz
Short Title: riddles
Accession Number: 82/00005
Reviewed Item: 1. j phenx riddle
2. what has two arms
3. what has two hands
4. why does uncle sam...
5. what is black, white...
6. what sea is over the island
7. i'll bet you 50 cents
8. what does a hen say
9. catch riddle
10. why do elephants...
11. why do elephants...
12. what is blue...
13. what is blue
14. why does the chicken
15. what's the difference between
16. a man was called by his draft board
17. what will you have
18. what is the best part
19. what is an optimist
20. as ye are now
21. where was moses
22. what is purple
23. why is the sun shining
24. who says this
25. when it is raining
26. why does mohammad
27. what did the dallas policeman
28. how do you get out of a jail cell
29. what is a pun
30. what's the difference
31. what does this spell
32. what four letters
33. wait inside
34. there are two children
35. "R"
36. malvena
37. in kyo i am
38. my hut in spring
39. his face is
40. night's lodging
41. the cuckoo's cry
42. fallen petals rise
43. the falling leaves
44. head or tail
45. conundrum
46. a sea frog clinging to a banana leaf
47. cherry blossoms more and more
48. under the moon
49. one swallow
50.
Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 25  
Author: Teske, Robert  
Year: 1972  
Title: Greek Folklore Collection  
Locations: Philadelphia, PA; Skopelos, Greece  
Short Title: Greek Folklore Collection  
Accession Number: 72/01000-01022

Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 30  
Author: Thomas, Juliette  
Year: 1972  
Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles, Games, Jokes, Proverbs  
Locations: Italy; Brittany; Philadelphia, PA  
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles, Games, Jokes, Proverbs  
Accession Number: 72/01400-01407

Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 103  
Author: Trezza, James  
Accession Number: 82/00005-51  
Reviewed Item: 1. what did the elephant  
2. why do elephants  
3. why don't nigger women  
4. why did the Indians say  
5. how do you get a guinea  
6. what has a tongue but can't talk  
7. what has ten legs  
8. what has four legs  
9. if ten birds were sitting on a fence  
10. what's red and green  
11. why did the moth eat a rug  
12. how do you find a lost rabbit  
13. what's black and white and red all over  
14. what's the difference between an Italian  
15. when do houses have eight legs
Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 71  
Author: Van Dyke, Doris  
Year: 1974  
Collection Title: Folklore 222  
Informant(s): Hart, Ernest  
Accession Number: 74/00059-1-32

Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 32  
Author: Waldman, Carol  
Year: 1964  
Title: Children's Song Collection  
Locations: Burlington, NY; Canadensis, PA  
Short Title: Children's Song Collection  
Accession Number: 72/01600-01612

Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 34  
Author: Waldman, Carol  
Year: 1964  
Title: Camp Song Collection  
Locations: Green Lane, PA; Israel  
Short Title: Camp Song Collection  
Accession Number: 72/01615-01652

Reference Type: Manuscript  
Record Number: 96  
Author: Wanamaker, Thomas  
Title: Folk Medicine  
Informant(s): Ruth Heck  
Locations: Lancaster Co., PA  
Short Title: Folk Medicine  
Accession Number: 77/00000-0  
Reviewed Item: 1. healing plant  
2. stinkin tom  
3. cold cure  
4. earache cure  
5. sore throat remedy  
6. hands asleep cure  
7. thin the blood  
8. cold preventive
9. powwowing
10. livergrown cure
11. bad colds
12. sore throat
13. wake up hands
14. children collecting ingredients
15. general tonics
16. powwowing
17. livergrown cure

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 2
Author: Weiner, Martin
Year: 1964
Collection Title: short prose description
Locations: Germantown, Philadelphia
Date: 1964
Type of Work: Fl 530, 1964
Accession Number: 64/00002-1
Keywords: taunt
Reviewed Item: what's a penny made of?

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 5
Author: Weiner, Martin
Year: 1964
Collection Title: rhymes, couplets, etc.
Locations: Germantown, Philadelphia
Date: 1964
Type of Work: learned during childhood
Accession Number: 68/00004 -6 and 00008-15
Reviewed Item: 1. All the girls in France, /Do the Hoochy Coochy dance,
2. I see London, /I see France,
3. What's a penny made of?
4. Kindergarten Babies
5. Kenny (any name) was a dirty crook
6. Made you look, you dirty crook
7. Tattle tale
8. Sam, Sam, the Huckster man
9. The worms crawl in
10. Did you ever think when a hearse rolled by
11. Contemplated turkey's feet
Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 33
Author: Weiss, Rachelle
Year: 1964
Title: Camp Song Collection
Locations: Camp Reta
Short Title: Camp Song Collection
Accession Number: 72/01613-01614

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 6
Author: Williams, Gail
Year: 1964
Collection Title: rhymes
Informant(s): Different people
Locations: Pennsylvania
Folio Number: 68-00016 through 21, 69-00001 through 6
Date: 1964
Type of Work: childhood
Accession Number: 68/00016-21, 69-00001-6
Reviewed Item: 16. Wilkes Barre, Pa - American of Germ-Eng background
17. If you wash on Good Friday
18. If you step on a crack you'll...
19. If you step on an ant it will rain
20. Patience is a virtue
21. It's not the cough that carries you off...
1. The better the day, the better the deed.
2. starlight, starbright
3. Red sky at night, sailor's delight
4. Hark the Herald Angels Shout
5. Do your ears hang low
6. Happy Birthday to you
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Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 28
Author: Williams, Gail
Year: 1964
Title: Children's Folklore Collection
Locations: Drexel Hill, PA; Upper Darby, PA
Short Title: Children’s Folklore Collection
Accession Number: 72/01342-01363
Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 56
Author: Wink, Nancy
Year: 1965
Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles
Accession Number: 72/02379-02789

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 78
Author: Witmer, Joseph D.
Year: 1972
Title: Ballad Collection
Informant(s): Concert by Kilby Snow
Locations: Appalachian Mountains
Short Title: Ballad Collection
Accession Number: 76/00006

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 79
Author: Witmer, Joseph D.
Year: 1972
Title: Ballad Collection
Short Title: Ballad Collection
Contents: Twa Sisters (Child # 10)
Accession Number: T-76/00006

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 29
Author: Yerkovich, Sally
Year: 1972
Title: Yoruba and American Folklore Collection
Locations: Nigeria; Cambridge, MA; Philadelphia, PA
Short Title: Yoruba and American Folklore Collection
Accession Number: 72/01365-01399

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 49
Author: Zeitz, Eileen
Year: 1965
Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles, Wellerisms
Locations: Philadelphia, PA
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles, Wellerisms
Accession Number: 72/02302-02351

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 53
Author: Zelmanoff, Carolyn
Year: 1965
Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles
Short Title: Folklore Collection: Riddles
Accession Number: 72/02516-02569

Reference Type: Manuscript
Record Number: 95
Author: Zemel, Alan
Year: 1979
Title: Limerick
Informant(s): 1-6. Ann Tegneli
Locations: Philadelphia
Short Title: Limerick
Accession Number: 76/00083-1-6
Reviewed Item: 1. Man from Madras
2. In the Garden of Eden
3. Titian
4. mathematician named hell
5. a sailor named bajes
6. them grabassers